LINGUISTICS CONCENTRATION COURSES 2017–2018

Fall 2017

Linguistics 114
LIN-114 Introduction to General Linguistics  K. Herold

Linguistics Core
LIN/CLS-270 Indo-European Language and Culture  A. Mercado

Elective courses
CSC-341 Automata, Formal Languages, and Computational Complexity  T. Klinge
PHI-102 Symbolic Logic  J. Neisser
SPN-343 The Art of Language  C. Valentín

Spring 2018

Linguistics 114
LIN-114 Introduction to General Linguistics  C. Jakubiak

Linguistics Core
LIN-216 Syntax  C. Hansen

Elective courses
ANT/LIN-250 Language Contact  C. Hansen
CSC-341 Automata, Formal Languages, and Computational Complexity  T. Klinge
EDU-213 Cultural Politics of Language Teaching  C. Jakubiak
PSY-355 Psychology of Language  E. Kelty-Stephen
SPN-343 The Art of Language  C. Valentín
SPN-384 Spanish Dialectology  C. Valentín

Advanced core course
LIN-317 Language Change  C. Hansen